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A NEW TRANSIT 
METHOD FOR REALIGNING 
RAIL ~r AY CURVES AND SPIRALS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
String lining of curves was used extensively during the de-
pression and the war, partly because of limited engineering 
personnel and money. Many engineers will prefer the following 
transit method to string lining, at least on important track and 
where it is desired to monument the curves precisely and perma-
nently- Tens of thousands of curves fall within this classifica-
tion, and a standardized procedure should be adopted-
This transit method has been used recently in setting track 
centers for re-aligning and s~iraling existing curves on railway 
track, regardless of whether they were originally spiraled- The 
systematic and. rational procedure developed in this article will 
minimize the required survey and track work and improve its 
quality, thus making possible that improved and definite curve 
alignment now urgently needed for higher speeds and increased 
standards of track maintenance-
Apparently the method is being adopted slowly because it has 
not heretofore been widely understood, developed, described, 
and published- The diagrams and table are essential to speed in 
field work and to good judgment in fitting existing track. While 
the written description appears complicated, the actual field work 
is simple if conducted by steps as described later under Detailed 
Field Procedure. An experienced chief of party with developed 
judgment may simplify the procedure by omitting most of 
Step 5. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with transit-tape 
methods of laying out curves and spirals. Any type of spiral 
may be used. The presentation is arranged to facilitate field 
use. Suggestions for modifying the procedure will be welcomed 
as they become apparent from extensive use. 
The writer wishes to express appreciation to Mr. John H. 
Stufflebean of the Burlington and the Southern Pacific Rail-
ways for collaboration in developing this method, to Messrs. L. B. 
Pickett and C. L. Pratt for checking the manuscript, and to 
Messrs. W. E. Herzog and K. B. Ishimoto for preparing the 
drawings. 
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II. NOTATION 
The nomenclature used is that of the American Railway En-
gineering Association, with a few additional items applicable only 
to this bulletin. 
T. C. The point of change in alignment from tangent to 
C. C. 
T. S. 
S. C. 
C. S. 
S. T. 
ABC 
A'B'C' 
A"B"C" 
D' 
D" 
E' 
E" 
I 
k 
L 
0 
p 
R' 
R" 
T' 
T" 
T. 0. 
z 
circular curve. 
The point of change in degree of circular curve; 
the point of compound curve. 
The point of change from tangent to spiral. 
The point of change from spiral to circular curve. 
The point of change from circular curve to spiral. 
The point of change from spiral to tangent. 
The trial curve. 
The slid curve. 
The finally adopted curve. 
The degree of the curve A'B'C'. 
The degree of the curve A"B"C". 
The external of the curve A'B'C'. 
The external of the curve A"B"C". 
The angle between the initial and final tangents; 
the total central angle of circular curve and spirals. 
The increase in degree of curve per station on the 
spiral. 
The length of the spiral, in feet. 
Th~ ordinate of the off setted T- C.; the distance 
between the tangent and a parallel tangent to the 
offsetted cnrve. 
The measured perpendicular distance between trial 
and offset tangents, at the far end. 
The radius of the curve A'B'C'· 
The radius of the curve A"B"C". 
The tangent for the curve A'B'C'. 
The tangent for the curve A"B"C". 
The tangent offset for a circular curve. 
The tangent distance of the offsetted T.C. from the 
T. S. 
The central angle of the whole spiral. 
The terms "radial offset," "radial throw," and "throw" are 
used somewhat synonomously. 
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III. SYNOPSIS 
The following synopsis will indicate the general nature of this 
method for re-aligning curves with transit and tape, but the 
method can be understood only by a study of the detailed field 
procedure. 
A "trial" circular curve ABC (Fig. 3) is run by transit and 
tape from a suitable point A on the back offset tangent. · 
The curve ABC is slid on the ground parallel to the back 
offset tangent until C falls on the forward offset tangent at C' 
(Fig. 5). Tl).is slid circular curve (A'B'C') then fits both offset 
tangents. 
Radial offsets (Fig. 6) are measured from the slid transit 
points on A'B'C' to the existing track and entered in the Table 
of Radial Throws. This table is then used to determine the 
radius and degree of the final circular curve A"B"C" (Fig. 7) 
which best fits the existing track. 
The final circular curve A"B"C" and suitable spirals are run 
in on the ground by transit and tape between the back and for-
ward main tangents. 
Thus the running of two transit-tape curves with a few simple 
measurements and computations results in the optimum transit-
tape alignment. 
IV. DETAILED FIELD PROCEDURE 
Step 1 
The value of the degree of curvature for the existing circular 
curve may be known. If not, it can be measured approximately 
by setting the transit over the gage line on the main circular 
curve; sighting forward or backward at points on the gage line 
100 feet, 200 feet, 300 feet, and 400 or more feet distant; and 
obtaining the degree of curve by doubling the average deflection 
angle per 100 feet. 
The foregoing value of the degree of curve is used to run the 
trial curve ABC in Steps 2 and 3 if the existing curve includes 
spirals of about the same length as it is now proposed to use. 
If it is necessary to lengthen the spiral, then a slightly sharper 
value of the degree of curve will be used in Steps 2 and 3. If the 
existing track is not spiraled, then a still sharper degree of curve 
must be used, as in Fig. 11 of the Appendix. 
If it is desired to substitute a simple curve in place of a com-
pound curve, the total central angle of the compound curve 
divided by the proposed simple curve length in stations between 
points A and C gives the new degree of curve. 
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D = Degree of Circular Curve 
Note. -If D exceeds 5°, it may be divided by 2, 3, or 4, and the 
diagram entered with this smaller value. The resulting o must then 
be multiplied by 2, 3, or 4. 
Example. Given L = 300 feet and D = 3° 41 '· Enter diagram 
with these values and on curved lines find o = 2.41 feet. Interpolate 
horizontally. 
Values are from the A.R.E.A. ten-chord spiral. 
Fig. 1. Spiral Offsets. 
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Step 2 
A value of L (the new length of spiral) is selected according 
to the standards of the particular railway. From L and the 
proposed degree of the trial curve ABC, the value of the offset o 
(from the original tangent to the offset tangent) can be de-
termined from spiral formulas or tables, or more quickly inter-
polated in Fig. 1, which gives values for the A. R. E. A. 
ten-chord spiral. 
The value of L may be so selecte_d as to give a set of spiral 
data for which the field work will be relatively simple. As 
examples, L may be chosen at an even ten or an even hundred 
feet, some simple value of k may be used, or such other adapta-
tion made as spiral usage on the particular railway dictates. 
Step 3 
A parallel offset tangent is now established at the distance o 
inside of the old existing back tangent and the transit is set up 
L 
at point A, approximately - (using the L of the existing spiral) 
2 
ahead of the beginning of the .existing spiral l the T. S.). See 
Figs. 2 and 3. 
If the existing track is not spiraled, point A is established 
forward from the beginning of the existing circular track curve 
(the T. C.) a distance obtained from the formula shown in Fig. 
11 of the Appendix. 
A trial circular curve ABC (these being the center and end 
points) of the proposed new degree is run accurately with 
transit and tape using temporary points such as tacks with cloth 
on ties or nails with cloth in ballast and shoulder, with the transit 
first set up at point A as indicated in Fig. 3. The trial curve 
ABC throughout its entire length should fall within the shoulders 
of the existing track so as to make surveying easier. 
After running a few stations (preferab'fy with a 300-foot 
tape as mentioned later) it occasionally becomes apparent that 
the farther end of the curve will run off of the existing shoulder, 
and it then becomes advisable to modify and re-run the first 
several stations of·this curve so that it will be closer to the exist-
ing track. 
The re-run may be made with the transit remaining at point A 
after slightly altering the degree of curve. This is accomplished 
by entering the diagram at the top of Fig. 8 (although Fig. 8 
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Fig. 2. The Existing Track and the Offset Tangents. 
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is primarily for another purpose) with the necessary radial 
distance between the last unsatisfactory curve station and the 
proposed point through which it is desired that the re-run curve 
shall pass (the correction on the bottom of the diagram), and 
the distance from A ( on the left of the diagram). The approx-
imate difference in degree of curve is found on the curved lines 
of the diagram. An example is given in Fig. 12 of the Appendix. 
More often it is preferable to keep the degree of curve constant 
and to move the point A along the offset tangent. In this case 
the movement of point A along the tangent may be taken from 
Fig. 4 (although Fig. 4 is primarily for another purpose) by 
entering with I = the central angle up to the last station set, 
and p = the radial distance to the point through which it is 
desired to pass the re-run curve. The required movement is then 
interpolated between the curved lines on the figure. The corre-
sponding formula is 
p 
The movement of A= --
sin I 
An example is given in Fig. 13 of the Appendix. 
Hundred-foot chords customarily have been used in running 
the curve ABC from the beginning of the curve at A= 0 + 0.0. 
Equal lengths of sight between the transit points (P.O.C.s) 
should seldom exceed 400 feet, so that the curve can be deter-
mined accurately and later moved to a new location as described 
in Step 4. These P.O.C.s are double sighted* and tacked. Care-
ful and precise transit-tape work is essential. The P.O.C.s 
usually would be set at stations 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and so on. 
In many cases the work may be expedited and better precision 
secured with a 300-foot tape by using the slightly-less-than 300-
foot long chords which are equivalent to three 100-foot chords. 
In this case the 100-foot stations are omitted, and P.O.C.s are 
usually 300 feet apart. On long flat curves they may be 600 
feet apart. Figure 14 of the Appendix gives equivalent chord 
lengths. 
The curve ABC is now continued to the far end, and its forward 
tangent is made parallel to the original forward tangent (Fig. 3) 
by shortening or lengthening the final chord. This is ac-
•For maximum precision, the first deflection used to set the tack ahead 
should be doubled with the transit reversed in altitude, both verniers read, 
and half of the doubled angle taken as the true measured angle. The tack 
may then be shifted slightly to give its proper position for the true 
requir"ed angle. For example, for a 300-foot sight, one minute in angle 
will shift the tack 0.09 foot. 
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Fig. 5. Shifting the Trial Curve to the Slid Position, A' B' C' . 
--0 
complished by turning tangent at the last regular P.O.C., measur-
ing the angle to a line parallel ( equal offsets) to the forward 
tangent, and thus securing the central angle through which the 
curve must be shortened or extended to set point C. An example 
is given in Fig. 15 of the Appendix. 
Step 4 
Following this, it is necessary to shift the forward tangent of 
the trial curve ABC parallel to itself and to the forward tangent 
of the existing track through an offset p (Figs. 3 and 5) sufficient 
to make it coincide with the forward offset tangent. 
All transit points on the curve ABC will then slide ( on the 
dashed lines) parallel to the back offset tangent (Fig. 5) an 
amount of 
Slide = AA' = CC' = _P_ 
sin I 
to accurate locations on the ground for the slid curve A'B'C', 
which curve now terminates on both offset tangents. Figure 4 
gives the length of the slides according to the foregoing formula. 
The slides are measured on "string lines" (shown light dashed 
in Fig. 5) the directions of which were established on the ground 
parallel to the back offset tangent at all of the transit points 
on ABC when these points were originally occupied by the 
transit. When the transit was set up at each transit point on 
the curve ABC and the plates were set to read deflection angles 
to all other points on the curve (the usual transit orientation in 
running a curve), and when the deflection angle in the notes 
for the occupied point was set off on the plates inwardly from 
0° 00', the telescope then pointed along the string line parallel to 
the back offset tangent. The direction of these lines was marked 
on the rail or tie, and strings were stretched along each line. 
This is further explained in Fig. 16 of the Appendix. 
The equal length of the slides (AA'= CC' in Figs. 4 and 5) 
is now measured on each string line at each transit point, and 
temporary points are marked on the ground defining the slid 
curve A'B'C'. Note that the slid curve A'B'C' now ends on both 
offset tangents. 
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Step 5 
The "radial throws" (shown dotted in Fig. 6) from the exist-
ing track to each of the transit points on the slid curve A'B'C' 
are measured on the ground and are entered in Column I of 
Table 1. 
By studying these measured throws ( Column I of Table 1) it 
is possible to form a judgment as to whether, and how much, 
the curve A'B'C' should be sharpened or flattened so as to mini-
mize throws of the existing track. Often the curve A'B'C' will 
be acceptable -without alteration. 
The remainder of Step 5 and the following table frequently 
may be omitted by experienced men, especially if the curves 
are short. 
The use of Table 1 is most satisfactorily explained by a specific 
example. In this table, which corresponds to Fig. 7, it is judged 
best to flatten the curve A'B'C' so that the inward movement 
at the central point from B' to B" ( called B'B") will be 2.0 feet. 
The central portion of the circularly curved arc A'B'C' will then 
move inward to A"B"C" as shown in Fig. 7. 
In Fig. 9 (which is described in Step 6) with the "judged 
value" of 2.0 feet at B'B" and I= 77 ° 30', the difference in the 
radii (R' - R") of A'B'C' and A"B"C" is interpolated to be 
7 feet. Entering a radii table for D = 3° 42', the radius is found 
to be 1548.8 feet, while a 7-foot longer radius of 1555.8 feet 
corresponds to D = 3° 41'. In other words, a central movement 
B'B" of 2.0 feet inwardly requires a 3° 41' curvature for A"B"C", 
or D' - D" = 1 minute. 
For an inward radial judged movement of B'B" = 2.0 feet, 
the approximate inward radial movement of each of the transit 
points at stations 4, 8, 12 and 16 is estimated in Fig. 8, and 
these values are entered in Column II (marked with an *). The 
derivations for Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 17 of the Appendix. 
The "required throws" (Column III) then will be the differ-
ence between the "throws as measured" (Column I) and the 
"throws as judged and estimated" (Column II), and they are 
entered in Column III of the tabulation. It may be necessary 
to alter by trial and error the "judged" movement B'B" and 
the resulting Columns II and III of the tabulation a time or two 
until the best "fit" to the existing track is obtained. 
In all columns (I, II, and III) the entries may occur under 
either "in" or "out" headings, depending on the particular case. 
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TABLE 1 
RADIAL THROWS, IN FEET 
( Using for an example the curves shown on the figures, with I = 77o 30', 
.Dfor the curve A' B' C'=3° 42', andD for the curve A• B" c• = 30 41' ). 
Point Throws as Throws as Required throws 
measured on judged and from existing 
the ground estimated from track to A" B 11 C" 
from existing A I B I C' to A" B" C • (the finally adop-
track to A' B' C' <the finally adop-
ted alignment) 
ted alignment) 
Column I Column II Column III 
In. QilL In. QilL In. QilL 
A' ( See text for 
estimating throws at 
A' and C' ), Transit 
Point, Station 0 1.0 ..!L = 1.2 0.2 
2 
Transit Point, 
Sta. 4 1.2 -1.3* 0.1 
Transit Point, 
Sta. 8 2.3 1.9* 0.4 
B' ( center or curve> 
Sta. 10 + 47.3 2.4 2.0 ( judged value 0.4 
for B' B 11 > 
Transit Point, 
Sta. 12 1. 7 2.0• 0.3 
Transit Point, 
Sta. 16 1.0 1.5* 0.5 
c • ( See text for 
estimating throws 
at A' and C '· >, 
Transit Point, Sta. 
20 + 94.6 1.1 += 1.2 0.1 
Footnote.• These values are estimated from Fig. 8. 
15 
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These measured radial throws, shown light dashed, are to be 
entered in Column I of Table 1. 
Fig. 6. Radial Throws from the Existing Track. 
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These"judged" and computed radial throws, shown light dashed, 
are found in Column II of Table 1. 
Existing track omitted for clearness. 
Fig. 7. Radial Throws from the Slid Curve A I B' C' 
to the Final Curve A" B" C" . 
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D~D•, in Minutes 
(on Curved Lines) 
1 I 1 1/2 1 2 I 
2 1/2 1 
3 I 
3 1/2 ' 
4 I 
4 1/2 I 
5 I 
6 I 
7 I 
8 I 
9 I 
lQ I 
15' 
20' 
25' 
' Note. If the difference at the bottom of the 
· J cfragram is over 3 feet, divide D - D 1 by 2, 3, or 4 
· · and enter the diagram with this smaller value. The· 
resulting difference must then be multiplied by 2, 3, or 4. 
1' 2' 3' 
Difference in Tangent Offsets, in Feet 
The radial offset ) ( Cosine of the) 
between A' B' C' and The difference in the central angle of 
A" B • C" at any tran- = B' B 1' -tangent offsets of the the curve from 
sit point, approximately. sharper and flatter curves. B '. to the transit 
point. 
<See Fig. 17 for derivation of above formula.) 
Example. Use station 16 of Table 1. <16 + 00.0>- no + 47.3) = 552. 7 1eet, 
from the midpoint of the curve at station 10 + 47.3 to station 16. Enter the dia-
gram at the left with 552. 7 and proceed horizontally to an intersection with the 
curve for D' - D • = o0 01' (which is the difference in degrees of curve for A' B' C' 
and A• B" C •>. Proceed downward and read the difference in tangent ,offsets to 
be 0.43 feet. Substituting in the above worded formula, 
The radial offset = (2.0 - 0.43) cos 20° 27' = 1.5 feet, approximately. 
where B' B" is 2.0 feet, and 20° 27' is the central angle from B' to station 16, 
that is, 3° 42' x 5.527 = 20° 27'. This value of 1.5 feet is entered in Column II 
of Table 1 opposite station 16. 
Fig. 8 Approximate Radial Offsets. 
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The central points of the arcs of each of the new spirals will 
be opposite points A" and C" respectively, and the throw from 
the original track to each central point can be estimated by 
remembering that this central point is midway between the 
original and offset tangents. Similarly, the throws at the ends 
of the spirals (the S. C. and the C. S.) can be estimated by 
remembering that they lie at a distance Y ( or closely 4 times o) 
inside of the original tangents. Figure 18 of the Appendix 
shows both of the foregoing relationships. 
After completing Table 1 it is possible, by considering the 
required throws (Column III), to decide whether a simple circular 
curve will be satisfactory or whether compounding is needed. 
The more complicated compound curve is treated at the end of 
this bulletin. 
Step 6 
The difference in the radii of A"B"C" and A'B'C' 
B'B" 
R" - R' = -----
exsec+ 
and the shift of the beginning and end of the curve along the 
tangents 
A' A"= C'C" = (R"-R') tan..!_ 
2 
may be calculated from the foregoing formulas. However, Fig. 9 
gives both of these values by means of a single entry. Figure 
19 of the Appendix derives the formulas. 
Curve notes for the necessary part of the final curve A"B"C" 
and both spirals are now computed as shown in Fig. 20 of the 
Appendix. The transit is set up on the original back tangent 
L 
backward from A" a distance of - around the existing track or 
2 
Z along the tangent. 
The first spiral and the final circular curve may be run in from 
the T. S. and the S. C. to the end of the circular curve at the 
C. S. The final spiral may be run in from the C. S. or the S. T. 
as occasion requires. Some engineers prefer other sequences of 
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_ with 1 
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/ 2' 
B' B • = The Center Movement, in Feet 
Fig. 9. The Difference in Radii and the Distance A I A", for the 
Curves A' B 1 C' and A" B" C". 
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transit set-ups for running in the circular curve and spirals, as 
for examples, to close the survey in the circular curve or to run 
in the circular curve from the C. S. 
Permanent rail monuments are set at the T. S., S. C., C. S., 
S. T., and at suitable intermediate points. These monuments and 
the field notes are available for re-establishing this permanent 
alignment in the future. 
V. CHECKING PROCEDURE. 
It should be noted that since the tangents are not extended to 
an intersection, checks on the surveying are available only as 
between the slid curve A'B'C' and the final curve A 11B 11C11• 
The value of I should remain constant for all curves, and it is 
equal to double the sum of all the deflection angles. The final 
curve and spirals will be checked at the C. S. or the S. T., de-
pending on whether the final spiral is run backward or forward. 
In running A 11B 11C11 , the distance B'B" on the ground should 
check with the value of B'B" used in the computations. 
Perhaps a slightly different value of the offset o and length L 
will be acceptable on the far-end spiral. Should it appear worth-
while to attempt still further to perfect the survey or to reduce 
the throws, the curve and spirals may be re-run in a- slightly 
modified form. 
VI. MISCELLANY 
If the end of one of the tangents cannot be shortened or 
lengthened because of a bridge or similar limitation, it may be 
somewhat helpful to establish point A at this end. 
Values taken from the diagrams will save time for the entire 
party and will permit more time for the exercise of judgment. 
Unusual or more exact values may be computed from the proper 
formulas as given in the text, in the figures, or in the Appendix. 
The foregoing explanation shows the original curve ABC slid 
outward and A'B'C' moved inward to A 11B 11C11 • The same 
reasoning, formulas, and diagrams may be used if the curves 
are slid or moved in opposite directions. 
The entire procedure becomes rather simple after using it, 
although it appears complicated in print. Several minor aids in 
the field work, necessarily omitted here, will then become ap-
parent. Note that only two circular curves, the trial curve ABC 
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and part of the final curve A"B"C", are run with transit and tape 
on the ground. 
For one who has not used this method, it may be helpful to 
follow through the various steps on a large-scale drawing in the 
office before trying it in the field. Extended use of this method 
will develop modifications and refinements, as was the case with 
string lining. 
Even where it is preferred to intersect the tangents, to meas-
ure the external, and from them to select a degree of curve 
instead of using Step 1, it may often be useful to follow Steps 
2 to 6 in fitting the curve to the existing track. 
Since the entire method is new and requires skilled workman-
ship and judgment, it may be best to intrust this re-alignment 
work to special parties. 
VII. COMPOUND-CURVE PROCEDURE 
When a simple curve will not fit the existing roadbed well 
enough, a compound curve becomes necessary. The following 
procedure, shown in Fig. 10, may be used. 
The major part of the curve A 11B 11C11 is established by the 
usual circular-curve procedure, using the radial-throws table. 
This curve is adopted as far as it fits the existing track and the 
C. C. is established by observation of the values in the radial-
throws table. 
A value is chosen for the offset o at the C. C. This offset 
distance between the two C. C. points will be varied slightly to 
give a sharper or flatter curve as may be required. The total 
throws from the existing track to the second portion of the com-
pound· curve are composed of the throws from the existing track 
to A"B"C" (Column III of the Radial-Throws Table), plu,: or 
minus the throws from A"B"C" to the second part of the com-
pound curve or to the spirals. The throws from A"B"C" to the 
second part of the compound curve are obtained by using Fig. 8, 
considering the offset o at the C. C. to be the distance B'B" in 
Fig. 8*, and following the usual procedure for obtaining values 
in Columns II and III of a second radial-throw table. 
*If the difference in degrees of curve is too small to r equire any offset o, 
use Fig. 8 with B'B" = zero, and disregard the negative s ign of the radial 
offset. 
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B' B" when computing additional radial throws .....___ C" 
from A" B n C" by using a s econd Table 1. 
Fig. 10. Compound Curve. 
Complete curve notes similar to those of Fig. 20 of the Ap-
pendix may be prepared from the foregoing data and procedure, 
or the following alternative method may be used. 
The curve A"B"C" is run in on the ground to the C. C., and 
the new tangent is intersected with the offsetted final tangent. 
The measured tangent distance for the second part of the com-
pound curve is used with the new angle I. The second part of 
the compound curve is computed and run in with spirals at 
both ends. 
If the curve must be compounded twice, a similar procedure 
is used on the other end. 
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Fig. 11. Inserting Spirals on an Unspiraled Curve by Sharpening the Curve and 
Moving the Center Outward. 
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Example. A 3° 45' first trial curve< C "9< 
is run from A to station 4 at which point it 
is apparent that if this curve is continued it 
will run off of the existing roadbed and thus 
make surveying difficult. It is estimated that 
flattening the curve, by shifting station 4 ra-
dially outward a distance of 0. 7 feet, will cor-
rect this difficulty. ~.c,,:qc.., Co£E5:::::"T7CVV /'/ECE5'5,,4"R.,,-
The diagram of Fig. 8 is entered with 400 on the left and 0. 7• at 
the bottom. The intersection of these values shows that a o0 3' correc-
tions is needed, that is, that a degree of curve of approximately 3Cl:!2' 
will be satisfactory. Interpolate horizontally. 
Footnote.• More precisely, divide 0. 7 by the cosine of the central angle 
to Station 4 before entering the diagram. This minor correc-
tion will seldom be necessary. 
Fig. 12. The Radial Correction for Changing the Degree of Curve. 
I 
Example. A 30 42' fir s t trial curve is 
run from A to station 4 at which point it is ap-
parent that if the curve is continued it will run 
Sv:?f \ 
/:?;:?D/RL OFF.SEii. P-" 
,b 
off of the existing roadbed and thus make surveying difficult. It •is esti-
mated that moving the point A, by shifting station 4 radially outward a 
distance of 0. 7 feet, will correct the difficulty. At station 4 the central 
angle is 4 x 3° 42'; 14° 48'. 
Entering Fig. 4 with 14° 48' on the left and 0. 7 at the bottom, an 
interpolated value between r.urves of 2. 7 feet is the distance that A mus t 
be moved to correct the difficulty. Interpolate horizontally. 
Fig. 13. The Radial Correction for Changing the Position of A. 
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Lono Chords 
Degree of Curve 2 3 4 5 
00 10' 
20 
30 
40 
50 
1 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
2 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
3 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
4 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
6 
IO 
20 
30 
40 
50 
7 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
8 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
9 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
IO 
Stations Stations Stations Stations 
200.00 300.00 400.00 500.00 
200 . 00 300.00 3 99. 99 499. 98 
199.99 299. 99 399.98 499. 96 
199.99 290.99 399. 97 499. 93 
199. 99 299. 98 399. 95 499.89 
199. 99 299. 97 399. 92 499.85 
199.99 299 . 96 399. 90 499.80 
199.99 299. 95 399.87 499. 73 
199.98 299. 93 399.83 499.66 
199.98 299.92 399.80 499.58 
199. 97 299.90 399. 74 499.49 
199.97 299.88 399. 70 499.39 
199.96 299.86 399.64 499 .29 
199. 96 299.83 399.59 499.17 
199. 95 299.81 399. 53 499.05 
199. 95 299. 78 399.46 498 . 92 
199.94 299. 76 399.40 498. 78 
199.93 299.73 399.32 498.63 
199. 92 299. 70 399. 24 ~98.47 
199.91 299.66 399.15 4P8.31 
199.90 299.63 399.07 498 . 14 
199.90 299.59 398. 98 497. 96 
199.89 299.55 398.88 4~7 . 76 
199.88 299 .51 3 98. 78 497.57 
199.87 299.47 398 .68 497.36 
199.86 299.43 398.57 497. 15 
199.85 299.38 398.46 496.92 
199.83 299.34 398.34 496 .69 
199.82 299. 29 398.22 496.45 
199.81 299.24 398.10 496.20 
199.80 299. 19 397 .97 495. 94 
199. 79 299. 13 397.84 495.68 
199. 78 299.08 397 .70 495.40 
199.77 299. 02 397 .56 495.12 
199. 76 298. 96 3 97.41 494.83 
199. 74 298.90 397.26 494 . 53 
199. 73 298.84 397.11 494.23 
199. 71 298 . 78 396.95 493.92 
199. 70 298 . 71 396 . 79 493 .59 
199.68 298 .65 396.62 493 . 26 
199.66 298.58 396.45 492.92 
199.64 298 . 51 396.28 492.57 
199.63 298.44 396.10 492.21 
199.61 298.36 395.92 491.85 
199.58 298 .30 395. 73 4 91.4 7 
199.55 298 . 21 395.54 491.09 
199.53 298.14 395.34 490. 70 
199.51 298.05 395. 14 490.31 
199.49 297. 97 394.94 489. 90 
199.47 297.89 394. 73 489.49 
199.45 297 .80 394.52 489.06 
199.43 297 . 72 394.30 488.63 
199.41 297 .63 394 .08 488.20 
199.38 297.54 393 .86 487 . 75 
199.36 297.45 3 93.63 487.29 
199.34 297 .35 393.40 486 .83 
199.31 297 .26 393.16 486.36 
199.29 297.16 392.92 485.82 
199.26 297 .06 392.67 485.40 
190 24 296 96 392 42 484 90 
Example . Three s tation s or a 3° 42' curve s ubtends a Ion!( 
chord of 299.59 feet. 
F ig. 14 . Long Chords. 
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This angle measured at the ::::---. 
last P.O.C. equals the central angle 
from the last P. 0. C. to the end of the '-
curve at C. 
Fig. 15. Setting the Final Point C on the Trial Curve ABC. 
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If D "" 3° 42 ', then the transit notes show the deflection angle 
at A to set Station 4 to be 7° 24 '. When set up on Station 4, the transit 
is sighted on A with the plates on o0 00', as is the ordinary transit prac-
tice. When the plates are turned inward to 7° 24 ', the transit is pointing -
parallel to the back tangent, and similarly at each transit point. 
Fig. 16. Establishing the String Lines. 
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T.O.s and T .O.f. are tangent offsets for the sharper and flatter 
curves, respectively; point xis a transit point on the slid curve A' B' C' 
andoC is the central angle. 
xy = wy -wx 
= B 1 B 11 + T.O.f -T.O,s 
= B' B" - IT.O.s • T.O.f) 
xz = radial offset=(!!• B" - IT.O.8 - T.o.i]cosoC, 
approximately. 
The diagram of Fig. 8 gives values of T.O.s - T .O,r, computed 
by using stationing instead of chords in the formula 
2 
T.O. = Chord 
2R 
Toward the ends of the long sharp curves, the fore going approx-
imations and use of Fig. 8 will give radial offsets which are somewhat 
in error, but not seriously so. For example,at A' and C' of Table 1, 
which are 1047.3 feet from B', the use of Fig. 8 give s radial offsets of 
0.28 feet whereas the actual offsets are nearly zero. The extreme dis• 
crepancy (usually negligible) may be computed for any curve. 
Much closer results may be obtained in those rare cas es where 
the discrepancy is sufficiently large to jus tify the tedius computation, 
by us ing true long chords rather than s ta tioning, and subs tituting in the 
exact formulas, 
It must be remembered that exact throws from the tan gent may 
be obtained from Fig. 18 rather than from Fig. 8 for A' , C ', the S.C. , 
and the C.S. 
Fig. 17. The Derivations for Fi g. 8, 
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These throws will be measured from the tangent rather than 
from A' B' C 1 • 
Fig. 18. The Throws of the Spirals. 
., 
External of flat curve = R" exsec - 1- , External of sharp curve = R I exsec ....1.... 
2 2 
B' B" = R" exsec _L - R' exsec ....1.... = <R" - R'l exsec ....1.... 
2 2 2 
R"-R'= B'B" 
exsec I 
2 
Tan. Dist. for Flat Curve = R • tan ....1.... , Tan. Dist. for Sharp Curve = R' tan ....1.... · 
2 2 
Diff. in Tan. Dist. = A' A" = R" tan - 1- - R' tan ....1.... = (R • - R ') tan ....1.... 
2 2 2 
Fig. 19. The Derivations for Fig. 9. 
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For the spirals, L = 300 feet and D = 
3o 41 '. Then t;. = 5° 31 1/ 2' and o = 2.41 feet. 
Assuming station Oat the T.S., the notes 
would be a s follows; 
0.0 T.S. 
+ 30 
+ 60 
+ 90 
1 + 20 
1 + 50 
1 + 80 
2 + 10 
2 + 40 
2 + 70 
3 + 0.0 s.c. 
Deflection 
o0 0' 
1 
4 
10 
17 1/ 2 
27 1/ 2 
39 1/ 2 
54 
1 10 1/ 2 
1 29 1/ 2 
1 50 1/ 2 
Re gular e s tablished stationing with an 
equation at the T .S. or S. T. may be used if de-
s ired ins tead of s tarting with the T.S. = Station 
zero. 
The central or inters ection angle for 
th1> circular curve is 77° 30' - 2(5° 31 1/ 2') = 
66 27 •. The length of the circular arc is 
l;f, O ?.7' 7w = 18.041 s tations . The circula r 
curve deflections would be : 
3 + 0.0 s.c. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 + 04.1 s.c. 
Deflection 
o0 00' 
1 50 1 / 2 
3 41 
5 31 1 / 2 
7 22 
9 12 1/ 2 
11 03 
12 53 1/ 2 
14 44 
16 34 1/ 2 
18 25 
20 15 1/ 2 
22 06 
23 56 1/ 2 
25 47 
27 37 1/ 2 
29 28 
31 18 1/ 2 
33 09 
33 13 1/ 2 
The final s piral may be run in eithe r from the C.S. , or the S. T., 
wh ich fall s at Station 24 + 04.1. 
Fi g. 20. Curve Notes. 
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